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AbstratSemanti underspei�ation is a tehnique to apture several readingsof an ambiguous expression in one single representation by deliberatelyomitting the di�erenes between the readings in the representation. First,underspei�ation formalisms will be presented to introdue underspei�-ation in general and to outline important properties of these formalismsthat allow their lassi�ation into subgroups. After expounding the kindsof ambiguity to whih underspei�ation an be applied, the artile thenpresents various motivations for the use of underspei�ation, and showshow underspei�ed semanti representations an be further proessed.1 IntrodutionUnderspei�ation an be de�ned as the deliberate omission of informationfrom linguisti desriptions to apture several alternative realisations of a lin-guisti phenomenon in one single representation. Underspei�ation emerged inphonology (Steriade 1995; Harris 2007) and was later adopted by semantiiststo model ambiguity . Underspei�ed semanti representations apture wholesets of di�erent meanings (one for eah reading of an ambiguous expression) inone representation. Semanti underspei�ation fousses on expressions withsystematially related sets of readings, in partiular, on sope ambiguity.In natural language proessing, underspei�ation is endorsed to keep se-manti representations of ambiguous expressions tratable and to avoid unne-essary disambiguation steps; a new use of underspei�ation is its use in hybridproessing , where it is used as a ommon format for the results of deep and shal-low proessing. Underspei�ation is used also in syntax and disourse analysis(Marus et al. 1983; Rambow et al. 2001; Muskens 2001; Duhier and Gardent2001; Shilder 2002; Egg and Redeker 2008; Regneri et al. 2008).The next setion outlines underspei�ation formalisms in general and presentsimportant properties of underspei�ation formalisms whih distinguish di�er-ent subgroups of these formalisms. Then the range of semanti phenomena towhih underspei�ation an be applied will be skethed in setion 3. Variousmotivations for using underspei�ation in semantis are outlined in setion 4.The last setion desribes how these representations an be further proessed.2 Approahes to semanti underspei�ationThis setion introdues the tehnique of underspei�ation and outlines generalproperties of underspei�ation formalisms that allow their lassi�ation intoseveral subgroups. First and foremost, these formalisms handle ambiguity byeither desribing the di�erent readings of an ambiguous expression or by pro-viding a proedure to derive these readings. But these formalisms also di�erwith respet to other properties, in partiular, their expressivity (an they spe-ify not only the set of readings of an ambiguous expression but also arbitrarysubsets of this set).The ambiguous examples whose underspei�ed treatment is expounded inthis setion are so-alled quanti�er sope ambiguities. (The word `quanti�er'2



refers to DP meanings, formally, sets of properties, exept in expressions suhas `universal quanti�er'.) Consider e.g. the well-worn (1) with its two readings(2a) `for every woman, her own man' (8 > 9; `>' indiates wide sope of its leftargument over the right one) and (2b) `one man for all women' (9 > 8):(1) Every woman loves a man(2) (a) 8x(woman0(x) ! (b) 9y(man0(y)^9y(man0(y)^ 8x(woman0(x) !love0(x; y))) love0(x; y)))The formulae in (2) onsist of the same three parts (roughly, the semantiontributions of the verb and its two arguments), and the relation of loving asintrodued by the verb always gets lowest sope. The formulae only di�er inthe arrangement of the semanti ontributions of the arguments of the verb.Sine quanti�er sope ambiguity is the prototypial domain for the applia-tion of underspei�ation, involved ases of quanti�er sope ambiguity like (3)have developed into benhmark ases for underspei�ation formalisms:(3) Every researher of a ompany saw most samples(3) is a ase of nested quanti�ation in that the subjet DP introdues aquanti�er and omprises another DP that introdues one more quanti�er. Thehallenge of nested quanti�ation is fat that the number of readings is lessthan the number of the possible permutations of its quanti�ers w.r.t. theirsope ordering. E.g., in (3), there are 3! = 6 possible permutations but at leastone sope ordering is not attested (8 > most0 > 9; Hobbs and Shieber 1987).Appropriate underspei�ation formalisms must be able to represent theexat range of readings of an ambiguous expression and may not overgenerateby prediting unattested readings. This is aomplished in two ways.First, ambiguity an be desribed : Expressions of a formalism desribe theset of readings of an ambiguous expression so losely that this suÆes to deter-mine the range of its readings. Proedures that derive the individual readingsthen merely enumerate the readings, they do not restrit them in any way.Seond, ambiguity an be derived : Some formalisms provide an initial, moregeneral haraterisation of the readings; the exat range of readings is then onlydetermined by speifying a proedure (an algorithm) to derive fully spei�edreadings from the general haraterisation.2.1 Desribing ambiguityThe �rst way of implementing semanti underspei�ation are partial desrip-tions for the sets of semanti representations for the readings of ambiguousexpressions. These desriptions by themselves delimit the range of readings ofthe ambiguous expression and speify them.This strategy is based on the fat that sets an be haraterised by a prop-erty that exlusively holds for their elements. For ambiguous expressions, sets3



of semanti representations for their readings are de�ned by desribing the om-mon ground between these representations only. Sine this deliberately omitsthe di�erenes between them, the desription an only be partial.Most underspei�ation formalisms that follow this strategy distinguish anobjet level (semanti representations) and a meta-level (desriptions of theserepresentations, alled onstraints). The formalisms de�ne the expressions ofthe meta-level and their relation to the desribed objet-level representations.As a simple example, onsider (1) and its readings (2a-b) and the desriptionof the ommon ground between (2a-b) in the onstraint (4):(4) 28x (woman0(x) ! 2)love0 (x; y)9y (man0(y) ^ 2)
(4) omprises four fragments of semanti representations (here, �-terms)whih may omprise holes (parts of fragments that are not yet determined,indiated by `2'). Holes and fragments are related by a relation R (depited asdotted lines), if R holds for a hole h and a fragment F , F must be part of thematerial that determines h.R determines a partial sope ordering between fragments: A fragment F1outsopes another fragment F2 i� F1 omprises a hole h suh that R(h; F2)or R(h; F3), where F3 is a third fragment that outsopes F2 (Copestake et al.2005). We assume that the desription expliates all the fragments that show upin the desribed objet-level representations and that variable binding operatorsin a fragment F bind ourrenes of the respetive variables in all fragmentsoutsoped by F (whih simpli�es matters somewhat, see Egg et al. 2001).(4) an be paraphrased as follows: The fragment at the top is just a hole,i.e., the desribed representations are not yet known. But sine the relation Rrelates this hole and the right and the left fragment, they are both part of theserepresentations - only their order must be �xed. Finally, the holes in both theright and the left fragment are related to the bottom fragment in terms of R,i.e., the bottom fragment is in the sope of either quanti�er. The only semantirepresentations ompatible with this desription are (2a-b), as desired.To derive the desribed readings from suh a onstraint (its solutions), Ris extended until the sope of all fragments is �xed. For the solution (2a), thetuple onsisting of the hole in the left fragment and the right fragment is added:

(5)
28x(woman0(x) !2) 9y(man0(y) ^2)love0(x; y)From the viewpoint of sope, we an minimise (5) by omitting all tuples thatexpress a sope ordering that already follows from the transitivity of sope (in4



(5), the tuple onsisting of the top hole and the existential fragment, and thetuple onsisting of the hole of the universal fragment and the bottom fragment,respetively).1 Then all the holes are related to a spei� fragment, and all thefragments exept the one at the top are related to a hole:(6) 28x (woman0(x) !2)9y (man0(y)^2)love0(x; y)Pairwise identi�ation of the hole-fragment tuples in (6) (the `plugging' ofBos 2004) �nally yields (2a), the �rst solution of (4). For the other solution(2b), start the proedure by adding to R the tuple onsisting of the hole in theright fragment and the left fragment.Underspei�ation formalisms that implement sope in this way ompriseUnderspei�ed Disourse Representation Theory (Reyle 1993, 1996; Frank andReyle 1995), Minimal Reursion Semantis (MRS, Copestake et al. 2005), theConstraint Language for Lambda Strutures (CLLS; Egg et al. 2001), thelanguage of Dominane Constraints (subsumed by CLLS; Althaus et al. 2001),Hole Semantis (Bos 1996, 2004; Kallmeyer and Romero 2008), and LogialDesription Grammar (Muskens 2001).Sope relations an also be expressed by variables (whose instantiation de-termines a spei� reading), e.g., in the Underspei�ed Semanti DesriptionLanguage (Pinkal 1996, Niehren et al. 1997, Egg and Kohlhase 1997), theQuasi-Logial Form in Alshawi and Crouh (1992), or Glue Language Seman-tis (Dalrymple et al. 1997; Crouh and van Genabith 1999; Dalrymple 2001).After this expository aount of the underspei�ed aount of the simple(1), onsider the nested quanti�ation in (7) [= (3)℄ and its onstraint (8).(7) Every researher of a ompany saw most samples
(8)

29y(ompany0(y) ^2) of 0(x; y)8x((researher0(x) ^2)!2) see0(x; z)most0(sample0; �z:2)The hallenge for underspei�ation lies in the fat that expressions withnested quanti�ation have less readings than the fatorial of the number ofthe involved DPs, sine some soping options are ruled out. E.g., (7) has �vereadings, the impossible one with the sope ordering 8 > most0 > 9 must beexluded in a suitable underspei�ed representation of (7).To show that (8) indeed desribes exatly �ve readings, I will now derivethese readings from (8). As a �rst step of disambiguation, the existential and1Reall that relations S are transitive i� 8x; y; z(S(x; y) ^ S(y; z)! S(x; z)).5



the universal fragment are ordered. Giving the existential fragment narrowsope yields (9):
(9)

29y(ompany0(y) ^2)of 0(x; y)8x((researher0(x) ^2)!2) see0(x; z) most0(sample0; �z:2)
But now the existential fragment an no longer interat sopally with themost- and the see-fragment, beause it is part of the restrition of the uni-versal quanti�er. Therefore (9) enompasses only two readings, with the most-fragment or the universal fragment taking widest sope. This rules out a readingin whih most sopes below the universal, but above the existential quanti�er:(10) (a) 8x((researher0(x) ^ 9y(ompany0(y) ^ of 0(x; y))) !most0(sample0; �z:see0(x; z)))(b) most0(sample0; �z8x((researher0(x) ^ 9y(ompany0(y) ^of 0(x; y))) ! see0(x; z)))Giving the existential sope over the universal one in (8) returns (11). Thisonstraint desribes the three readings in (12), whose di�erene is whether themost-fragment takes sope over, between, or below the other two quanti�ers.

(11)
28x((researher0(x) ^2)!2)of 0(x; y)9y(ompany0(y) ^2) see0(x; z) most0(sample0; �z:2)

(12) (a) most0(sample0; �z9y(ompany0(y) ^ 8x((researher0(x) ^of 0(x; y)) ! see0(x; z))))(b) 9y(ompany0(y) ^most0(sample0; �z8x((researher0(x) ^of 0(x; y)) ! see0(x; z))))() 9y(ompany0(y) ^ 8x((researher0(x) ^ of 0(x; y)) !most0(sample0; �z:see0(x; z))))Constraint (8) thus enompasses �ve readings altogether, as desired. But (7)is only a simple ase of nested quanti�ation, e.g., the more omplex (13) has noless than 42 readings (Hobbs and Shieber 1987). Appropriate underspei�ationformalisms must be able to handle nested quanti�ation in general.(13) Some representative of every department in most ompanies saw a fewsamples of eah produt 6



Nested quanti�ation highlights the two main harateristis of this ap-proah to semanti underspei�ation: Underspei�ed expressions desribe aset of semanti representations and at the same time delimit and fully speifythe range of this set. The derivation of solutions from suh expressions doesthus not add information in that it restrits the number of solutions in any way.2.2 Deriving ambiguityOther approahes to semanti underspei�ation desribe sets of semanti rep-resentations in two steps. First, there is an initial desription of these sets,e.g., (15) for (14) [= (1)℄ in Shubert and Pelletier (1982). They render the se-mantis of DPs as terms, sope-bearing expressions with a not yet determinedsope. Terms are triples of a quanti�er, a bound variable, and a restrition:(14) Every woman loves a man(15) love0(hforall x woman0(x)i; hexists y man0(y)i)To derive a set of fully spei�ed representations from suh a desription,a resolution algorithm integrates terms into desriptions by `disharging' them(i.e., applying them to suitable parts of the desription and thereby determiningtheir sope). E.g., to obtain (2a) for the reading `for every woman her ownman' of (14), the existential term is integrated �rst: The term is replaedby the bound variable and the quanti�er with the term's bound variable andrestrition is pre�xed to the resulting expression, whih yields (16):(16) 9y(man0(y) ^ love0(hforall x woman0(x)i; y))Integrating the universal term then yields (2a); to derive (2b) from (15),one would integrate the universal term �rst. Suh an approah is adopted e.g.in the Core Language Engine version of Moran (1988) and Alshawi (1992).Hobbs and Shieber (1987) present an algorithm for more ompliated ases,in partiular, nested quanti�ation. Initial semanti desriptions for nestedquanti�ation omprise nested terms, as e.g. in the desription (17) for (7):(17) see0(hforall x researher0(x) ^ of 0(x; hexists y ompany0(y)i)i;hmost z sample0(z)i)Resolution of nested terms requires that the inner quanti�er may never beintegrated before the outer one. For (7), this rules out the unwanted sixth pos-sible permutation of the quanti�ers, whih otherwise ould have been generatedby integrating the terms in the order `9;most0;8'.Another formalism that belongs to this group of algorithms is AmbiguousPrediate Logi (Jaspars and van Eijk 1996).In sum, the underspei�ation formalisms expounded in this subsetion giveinitial underspei�ed desriptions for ambiguous expressions that do not bythemselves delimit the range of intended representations fully, this delimitationis the joint e�et of the initial desriptions and the resolution algorithm.7



The di�erene between underspei�ation formalisms that desribe the read-ings of an ambiguous expression and those that derive these readings is thusnot the existene of an algorithm to enumerate the readings, but the questionof whether suh an algorithm is essential in determining the set of solutions.2.3 ExpressivityUnderspei�ation formalisms are expressive if they an represent not only theset of readings of an ambiguous expression but also any of its subsets (K�onigand Reyle 1999; Ebert 2005). E.g., suppose that in the ase of (7) the read-ing (12b) with the sope ordering 9 > most0 > 8 is ruled out ontextually.2Underspei�ation approahes that model sope in terms of partial order be-tween fragments of semanti representations are not expressive in this sense: Inthese approahes, any onstraint that overs the four other readings of (7) alsoinludes reading (12b) (K�onig and Reyle 1999; Ebert 2005).Expressivity is gradable; approahes that express quanti�er sope by lists(e.g., Alshawi 1992) are less expressive than those that use dominane relations,or sope lists together with an expliit ordering of list elements as in Fox andLappin (2005). The approah of Koller et al. (2008), whih uses Regular TreeGrammars (Comon et al. 2007) for sope underspei�ation, is fully expressive.3 The domains of semanti underspei�ationThis setion o�ers a lassi�ation of ambiguity to identify those kinds of ambi-guity that are in the fous of work on underspei�ation formalisms. Ambiguousexpressions will be grouped into four lasses aording to two riteria. The ri-teria ompare the readings of these expressions from a semanti and a syntatipoint of view and are alled semanti and syntati homogeneity , respetively:� Do the readings omprise the same semanti material?� Is it possible to give a single syntati analysis for all the readings?3.1 Semantially and syntatially homogeneous ambiguityClassi representatives of ambiguous expressions that ful�l the two homogene-ity onditions are quanti�er sope ambiguities. Reonsider e.g. (14) with thesimplisti syntati analysis (18) and its two readings in (2). In (18) and in(24) below, unary branhing nodes are omitted to enhane readability.(18) SDPevery woman VPVloves DPa man2Kallmeyer and Romero (2008) laim that (7) laks this reading right from the start.8



Other sope-bearing items enter into the same kind of ambiguity, e.g., nega-tion and modal expressions, as in (19) and (20).(19) Everyone didn't ome (8 > : or : > 8)(20) A uniorn seems to be in the garden (9 > seem or seem > 9)Sope ambiguity may also our below the word level. The sope-bearingelements in these ases may but need not orrespond to morphemes.(21) beautiful daner(22) John almost diedIn (21), the adjetive may pertain to the noun as a whole or to the stemonly, whih yields two readings that an roughly be glossed as `beautiful per-son haraterised by daning' and `person haraterised by beautiful daning',respetively (Larson 1998). This an be modelled as sope ambiguity betweenthe adjetive and the nominal aÆx -er (Egg 2004).The two readings of (22), viz., `John was lose to undergoing a hangefrom being alive to being dead' (i.e., in the end, nothing happened) and `Johnunderwent a hange from being alive to being lose to death' (i.e., somethingdid happen) an be modelled as sope ambiguity between a hange-of stateoperator like BECOME in the verb semantis and the adverbial (Dowty 1979).Most of the work on underspei�ation fousses on semantially and synta-tially homogeneous ambiguity, whih is sometimes alled strutural ambiguityin the literature. But this term is itself ambiguous in that it is sometimes usedin the broader sense of `semantially homogeneous' (i.e., syntatially homoge-neous or not). But then it would also enompass the group of semantially butnot syntatially homogeneous ambiguities disussed in subsetion 3.2.3.2 Semantially but not syntatially homogeneous ambiguityIn semantially but not syntatially homogeneous ambiguities, the same syn-tati material is arranged in di�erent ways in the readings of an expression.Consequently, the meanings of the readings all onsist of the same semanti ma-terial (though di�erently ordered, depending on the respetive syntati stru-ture), but the readings do not share a ommon syntati struture. The noto-rious modi�er attahment ambiguities as in (23) are a prime example of thiskind of ambiguity:(23) Max strangled the man with the tieThe two readings of (23) have di�erent syntati strutures. In the readingthat the man is wearing the tie, the onstituent with the tie is part of the DPthe man with the tie. In the other reading, in whih the tie is the instrumentof Max' deed, with the tie enters a verbal projetion (as the syntati sister ofstrangled the man) as a onstituent of its own. Neither tree would be suitableas the syntati analysis for both readings.9



(24) (a) `tie worn by vitim' (b) `tie as instrument of rime'SDPMax VPVstrangled DPDetthe NPNman PPwith the tie
SDPMax VP�VVstrangled DPthe man PPwith the tieSemantially but not syntatially homogeneous ambiguity is typially notaounted for in terms of semanti underspei�ation in the same fashion as se-mantially and syntatially homogeneous ambiguity (exeptions inlude Muskens2001 and Rihter and Sailer 1996).3.3 Syntatially but not semantially homogeneous ambiguityThe third kind of ambiguity is instantiated by expressions whose readings sharea single syntati analysis but do not omprise the same semanti material.These expressions an be lassi�ed in four subgroups. First, there are ex-pressions with lexially ambiguous words, whose ambiguity is inherited by thewhole expression. E.g., the ambiguity of the noun shool with readings like`building', `institution', or `teahing ativity' makes expressions like (25) am-biguous, too.(25) Max abhors shoolPolysemy but not homonymy belongs to this group, beause the di�erentreadings of a polysemous item belong to the same lexeme (no syntati dif-ferenes), whereas di�erent readings in the ase of homonymy are based ondi�erent lexemes, i.e., homonymy is a ase of syntati heterogeneity.The range of readings of a polysemous lexeme an be aptured in termsof an underspei�ed ore meaning ommon to all readings. This is workedout in the so-alled two-level semantis (Bierwish 1983; Bierwish and Lang1987; Bierwish 1988), whih distinguishes a level of semantis (where the oremeanings reside) and a oneptual level (where these meanigs are spei�ed intothe individual readings). E.g., the ore meaning of shool is the property ofbeing related to proesses of teahing and learning; this meaning is spei�ed onthe oneptual level by operators that enrih the ore meaning with propertieslike `building' or `institution'.Cases of reinterpretation (metonymy and aspetual oerion) belong to thisgroup (Hobbs et al. 1993, D�olling 1995; Pulman 1997; de Swart 1998; Egg2005), if they are modelled in terms of underspei�ed operators that are insertedduring semanti onstrution to avoid impending lashes between otherwiseinompatible semanti material. E.g., in (26) a oerion operator is insertedbetween play the Moonlight Sonata and its modi�er for some time, whih annot10



be ombined diretly:3(26) Am�elie played the Moonlight Sonata for some timeDi�erent spei�ations of a oerion operator are possible (for (26), to aprogressive or an iterative operator, i.e., she played a part of the sonata orplayed it repetitively), whih lead to di�erent readings of (26). But then thereadings of suh expressions no longer omprise the same semanti material.Minor ases of syntatially but not semantially homogeneous ambiguitiesemerge by referential ambiguity (not yet �xed referene of deiti expressions;f. Asher and Lasarides 2003 and Poesio et al. 2006) and missing informa-tion (parts of a message ould not be deoded due to problems in prodution,transmission, or reeption; Pinkal 1999).Most underspei�ation formalisms do not address syntatially but not se-mantially homogeneous ambiguities. Those that do fous on polysemy, amongthem the semanti representation language in the PHLIQA question-answeringsystem (Bronnenberg et al. 1979), Poesio's (1996) Lexially Underspei�edLanguage, and Cimiano and Reyle's (2005) extension of Muskens's (2001) Log-ial Desription Grammar.3.4 Neither syntatially nor semantially homogeneous ambi-guityFinally, homonyms are ambiguous expressions that are neither syntatially norsemantially homogeneous. They are generally ignored in underspei�ationformalisms, beause there is not enough ommon ground between the readings.Consequently, underspei�ed semanti representations of homonyms would betoo general to be distintive (di�erent from the underspei�ed representationsof other homonyms). E.g., a semanti representation for plant that inludes thereadings `organism' and `fatory' ould only be `onrete objet' and would thusnot be di�erent from one for temple (inluding the readings `attened regionon the sides of the head' and `building for divine worship').4 MotivationMotivations for semanti underspei�ation formalisms range from more the-oretial onsiderations like the relation between syntati and semanti stru-tures to more pratial issues of Natural Language Proessing.4.1 Funtionality of the syntax-semantis interfaeWith semanti underspei�ation formalisms the syntax-semantis interfae(the mapping from syntax to semantis) an be kept funtional (see West-erst�ahl 1998 and Hodges 2001) despite semantially and syntatially homo-geneous ambiguities like (14). Even for these expressions the funtionality of3The VP is a bounded expression (it denotes states of a�airs with inherent boundaries),but the adverbial selets for unbounded expressions where there are no suh boundaries.11



semanti interpretation is preserved by mapping their single syntati strutureonto an underspei�ed semanti struture that enompasses all their readings.Short of relinquishing the funtionality of the syntax-semantis interfae al-together and relating one syntati struture with several semanti ones (likee.g. Cooper 1983 or Steedman 2007), the only other alternative would be tomultiply syntati strutures for semantially and syntatially homogeneousambiguities (one for eah reading): Eah reading orresponds to a unique syn-tati struture (on a semantially relevant syntati level). In other words,these ambiguities are modelled as syntatially heterogeneous.This is the strategy implemented in partiular in Generative Grammar . Itpostulates a syntati level of Logial Form (LF) that hosts syntati struturesunique to spei� readings. For (14), (27) and (28) are grossly simpli�ed LF-strutures for its readings that are merely meant to illustrate the general point:4(27) [S [a man℄j [S [every woman℄i [S ti [V P loves tj℄℄℄℄ (9 > 8)(28) [S [every woman℄i [S [a man℄j [S ti [V P loves tj℄℄℄℄ (8 > 9)Here the DPs are moved (leaving behind a oindexed trae) and adjoinedto an S node, starting with the subjet DP in (27) and the objet DP in (28).The semanti sope between the quanti�ers is then put down to the relativesyntati position of the DPs in the syntati trees (the relation of -ommand ;see Heim and Kratzer 1998). For (27) and (28), the respetive leftmost DP,whih is adjoined last, gets widest sope, whih yields the two readings of (14).4.2 Ambiguity and negationSemanti underspei�ation o�ers a more adequate aount of negated am-biguous expressions than disjuntive representations of ambiguity. A negatedambiguous expression is interpreted as the denial of one of its readings (a dis-juntion of the negated readings), e.g., in (29), the negation of an example ofBierwish, as a denial of the aousti or of the intelletual reading:(29) Faulkner is not hard to understandBut a disjuntive representation of ambiguity would have to model negatedambiguous expressions in terms of negating the disjuntion of the readings(or the onjuntion of the negated readings), e.g., for (29), as a denial of allreadings. For (14), a disjuntive representation an be abbreviated as (30),whih turns into (31) after negation:(30) 89 _ 98(31) :(89 _ 98) = :89 ^ :984See e.g. Hornstein (1995) for a muh more sophistiated and independently motivatedversion of this approah.
12



To avoid this problem, the meaning of an ambiguous expression an bemodelled as the set of its fully spei�ed readings, assuming that its assertionis interpreted as the disjuntion of this set. Then, e.g., the meaning of (14)is f89;98g; its assertion is interpreted as (30), its negation, as the disjuntionof its readings f:89;:98g (van Eijk and Pinkal 1996). To de�ne suh sets ofreadings eÆiently, underspei�ation is alled for.4.3 Underspei�ation in Natural Langugage ProessingSemanti underspei�ation is widely endorsed in Natural Language Proessing(NLP) as an answer to the problem of ombinatorial explosion (Poesio 1996;Ebert 2005): In many ases, there are too many readings of an ambiguousexpression to be generated and enumerated, let alone to be handled eÆientlyin suessive modules of an NLP system (e.g., for Mahine Translation).These high numbers are espeially due to spurious ambiguities that omein during the analysis of the expressions, but are also due to the high frequenyof sope-bearing onstituents per expression (apart from DPs, also negation,modal verbs, quantifying adverbials like twie, et.). E.g., Koller et al. (2008)report a median number of 56 sope readings per sentene in the RondaneTreebank (Copestake and Flikinger 2000), most of whih are spurious. Reordholder is (32) with its about 4:5 � 1012 sope readings:(32) Myrdal is the mountain terminus of the Fl�am rail line (or Fl�amsbana)whih makes its way down the lovely Fl�am Valley (Fl�amsdalen) to itssea-level terminus at Fl�am.Deriving an underspei�ed representation of these readings and expandingit to a full representation of one of the readings only by need is less ostly thangenerating all possible interpretations and then seleting the relevant one orproessing all not yet exluded readings in parallel. Often a omplete disam-biguation is not even neessary. E.g., many sope ambiguities are irrelevant fortranslation, whih was the reason why the Verbmobil projet (mahine trans-lation of spontaneous spoken dialogue) used a sopally underspei�ed semantirepresentation (Shiehlen 2000).Semanti underspei�ation is furthermore used in NLP for hybrid proess-ing as an interfae between deep and shallow proessing. Hybrid NLP applia-tions ombine the results of deep and shallow proessing on the semanti level,e.g., in the `Heart of Gold' arhiteture developed in the projet `DeepThought'(Callmeier et al. 2004). Underspei�ation is partiularly apt to model thepartial semanti representation to be gained on the basis of a shallow syntatianalysis (e.g., by a part-of-speeh tagger or an NP hunker): Suh analysesignore part of the syntati struture of expressions, therefore they are boundto miss the semanti information that ould be derived from this syntatiinformation.Finally, semanti underspei�ation is useful for semanti onstrution ingeneral, as the onstrution of underspei�ed semanti representations is prettyindependent of the syntati strutures on whih it is based. This makes se-manti underspei�ation formalisms very portable, whih is shown by the wide13



range of possible ouplings of (surfae-oriented) syntati analyses with under-spei�ation formalisms. E.g., Head-Driven Phrase Struture Grammar (Pol-lard and Sag 1994) an be oupled to Minimal Reursion Semantis (Copestakeet al. 2005), Glue Language Semantis (Asudeh and Crouh 2002), Underspe-i�ed DRT (Frank and Reyle 1995), and Hole Semantis (Chaves 2002).This independene an also be exploited to derive semanti representationsfor unambiguous expressions whose (surfae) syntati and semanti struturesdo not math in an obvious way and whih are hene onsidered problemsfor semanti onstrution. Suh expressions inlude ases of negative onord(Rihter and Sailer 2006) and the modi�ation of inde�nite modi�ers like some-thing (semantially, the set of properties suh that some entity has them). Theirmodi�ers seem to pertain exlusively to the restrition of the quanti�ation intheir semantis, e.g., something blue is semantially the set of properties suhthat some blue entity has them.Egg (2004, 2006) exploits the independene of underspei�ation formalismsfrom underlying syntati strutures for the semanti onstrution of modi�edinde�nite pronouns and other problemati ases of semanti onstrution. Sim-ply treating `thing' as a noun that happens not to be separated from its de-terminer `some' but is modi�able just like any other noun would not do evenfor syntax alone beause of the postnominal AP position in ases like some-thing blue (as opposed to some blue thing). To get this ordering and semantionstrution right, Abney (1987) assumes an enliti (but modi�able) nounthing , whih eventually attahes to some by head-to-head movement; semantiinterpretation preedes this movement. The hallenge for interfaes in surfae-oriented syntati analyses is to get the interpretation right without assumingsuh a movement, and this is where underspei�ation proves helpful.5 Proessing underspei�ed semanti representationsUnderspei�ed semanti representations an be further proessed in order toderive fully spei�ed (or at least less ambiguous) semanti representations.First, one an enumerate the readings by resolving the onstraints with thehelp of so-alled solvers. Suh solvers are available e.g. for MRS representations(Copestake and Flikinger 2000) and the language of dominane onstraints(Koller and Thater 2005; Koller et al. 2008). Related to the enumeration ofsolutions is work on redundany elimination, whih weeds out spurious ambigu-ities either during the resolution proess (Moran 1988; Alshawi 1992) or diretlyon the underspei�ed representations (Koller et al. 2008).Some underspei�ed semanti representations allow the dedution of fullyspei�ed information. E.g., if Am�elie is a woman, then it follows from (14) thatshe loves a man, no matter whih reading of (14) is at stake (Reyle 1993, 1996;Jaspars and van Eijk 1996).Finally, spei� readings an be hosen (or the number of potential readingsbe redued) if one strengthens underspei�ed representations by preferenes forspei� kinds of readings.The �rst group of preferenes are syntax-based, in partiular, those derived14



from surfae linear order (Johnson-Laird 1969; Lako� 1971) or -ommand (e.g.,VanLehn 1978). Consider e.g. (33a), whih has a lear preferene for the 98-reading over the 89-reading, to (33b) [= (14)℄, where the 89-reading is preferred:(33) (a) A woman loves every man(b) Every woman loves a manHowever, laims that preeding or -ommanding onstituents get widersope are not universally valid, in partiular not for nested quanti�ation likein (7) (Kurtzman and MaDonald 1993).Other preferenes are based on grammatial funtions and themati roles.E.g., VanLehn (1978) suggests a sope preferene hierarhy strething fromtopi (strongest preferene for wide sope) over subjet and PP omplementdown to objet. Syntatially and funtionally based hierarhies overlap toa ertain extent (at least in English), beause DPs higher on the funtionalhierarhy also tend to -ommand DPs lower on the hierarhy.The determiners themselves have also been suggested as indiations forsope preferenes, with the hierarhy ranging from eah and every (strongestpreferene for wide sope) down to eah and a few , e.g., by Ioup (1975) orVanLehn (1978). CLE inorporates some of these preferenes (Moran 1988;Alshawi 1992).5Many researhers argue that the whole range of quanti�er sope e�ets anonly be aounted for in terms of an interation of di�erent priniples (Ioup1975; Fodor 1982; Hurum 1988; Pafel 2005). Kurtzman and MaDonald (1993)addue the ontrast between a sentene like (33b) and its passive version (34)as evidene for suh an interation. The passive variant no longer shows apreferene for the 89-reading:(34) A man is loved by every womanIf a single priniple determined preferenes, the passive version should ex-hibit a preferene, too, either for its (new) subjet, or for the by-PP (the formerdemoted subjet, whih keeps its themati role). But as soon as one assumes aninteration of syntax-oriented priniples with the themati role priniple, theresults are to be expeted: Most subjets have higher themati roles, hene,the priniples introdue the same sope preferene for the subjet in the ativesentene. In ontrast, the priniples yield oniting preferenes for the passivesentene, where the new subjets typially do not arry the highest thematirole in the sentene. Passive sentenes like (34) therefore no longer exhibit asope preferene (Kurtzman and MaDonald 1993).ReferenesAbney, S. (1987). The English noun phrase in its sentential aspet. Ph. D.thesis, MIT.5See Pafel (2005) for further kinds of preferenes.15
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